1. Can you confirm that 1,000 rounds of XM1200 will be available to tune each weapons
platform being submitted? (Total of 2,000 rounds)
a. Yes, please reference NOV 8 update
2. Will the Vendor Shoot Ammo be supplied by the USG?
a. Yes
3. How many rounds will be available?
a. TBD based on what the ammo vendor will be able to load. Steps will be made
to ensure fair treatment across vendors. IE no one vendor will be allowed to
order all ammo available.
4. Will bidders have the opportunity to shoot on location prior to official testing?
a. Yes. A limited quantity will be available to test-fire weapons.
5. How many rounds will be available for this?
a. number has not been finalized but vendors will be able to zero and fire warm
and fouling shots prior to official testing.
6. At the Vendor Shoot, will the guns need to be shot by more than one shooter, or will
each gun be shot by only one shooter?
a. Vendor choice on number of shooters
7. Can you please clarify the timing and purpose of Vendor Production (item #6 on MRGG
schedule)?
a. The intent of this item is that vendors are given time to produce additional
weapons that will be required for those selected to continue to OT. More
information is provided in the items below.
8. Will additional guns need to be built during this timeframe?
a. The only additional weapons that will be required from vendors will be from
those who are selected to continue in the program beyond the Military User
Assessment into Operational Test. It is estimated that ten new systems will be
required for Operational Test. These systems will be purchased by the
government.
9. Which guns will be used for the Joint Safety Release and OT?
a. Joint Safety Release will be conducted with the originally 5x bailment weapons.
Vendors selected to continue to Operational Test will be required to build new
systems which will be purchased by the government.
10. How many guns will be needed for these?
a. It is estimated that 10x systems will be required for OT. More information will
be provided in the future on this subject.

11. From the Objective Statement, it states: Shall have continuous 12 O'clock rail (Timed and
Bias). This term, "Timed and Bias" is not defined, please define.
a. Intent is to have no one location where an accessory cannot be mounted over
the entire length of the 12 o’clock rail. IE MIL-STD-1913 rail / gap intervals for
the entire length. Example might be a two cross bolt accessory can be mounted
anywhere on the receiver, the handguard, or combination of the two.

1. I have supporting technology for each system. Can these supporting technologies
be shown independently or as part of a rifle platform.
a.

2. Are you interested in the ammunition for these systems at this time or conducting
separate scoping and evaluations for this? I only ask as NovX has a lightweight
stainless cartridge in 6.5 (On Vulcan)
a.

3. Does the Military grant waivers to range access, furnish equipment (workbench,
supervisor, temperature rated gloves, known issues), for the purpose of
weaponeering to the benefit of the Military? Can participants participate remotely
from a local small arms range? And are can active duty personal- on base, civilian
teaming allowed?
a.

4. Collinearity, the study of X,Y two dimensional space, is absent in all current
teachings and manuals. Can known enhancements be of interest to the military?
This is NOT to be confused for “ambushing”.
a.

5. Would SOFWERX/SOCOM or the PEO be interested in Reserve Battery Technology?
This would be batteries that can sit in a gun/railsystem attachment for a long period
of time in a depot (say 20 years) and be activated as soon as the trigger is pulled or
an "on switch" is flipped?
a.

1. Is the stock required to be folding and/or collapsible?
a.
2. Is it desirable to have an adjustable height cheek piece? If so what are the
parameters?
a.
3. Is there a designated optic/mount?
a.

4. What is the OAL and weight requirements?
a.
5. Are there sling mount requirements? If so, style (fixed loop/Mlok/Picatinny)
and desired locations?
a.

6. Is there a stress test associated with the machine gun/suppressor pairing?
a.

7. Is the sound reference measurement at the shooter’s right ear or some other
specified location?
a.
8. Is there a threshold and objective dB reduction unsuppressed vs
suppressed?
a.

1. Barrel change under 5 min requirement: Is this in a field environment?
a.

2. Barrel change under 5 min requirement: With only the tools provided in
the kit?
a.
3. Suppressor db rating taken at shooters ear or muzzle?
a.
4. Magazine capacity requirement?
a.
5. Regarding the Tool Kit, will a torque wrench be allowable to properly
tighten the barrel nut?
a.
6. The suppressor testing section describes a “stress test” “utilizing 30-round
Magazines.” Would the government confirm this statement is correct for
a 6.5CM effort, and if it is correct, please advise what 30 round 6.5CM
magazines are to be used for this stress test? We assume this may be an
error as this appears to be based off the SURG suppressor protocol that
was conducted with 30 round 5.56mm magazines.
a.
7. The bulletized list states the MRGGS “Shall not use proprietary
magazines.” Please explain what is meant by this comment. To our
knowledge all 6.5CM magazines are commercial/proprietary as we are
unaware of any MIL or DTL-SPEC for a 6.5CM weapon system magazine.

a.

8. The configuration bulletized list states “Mil-Spec Buffer Tube and Pistol
Grip(T) for ability to change to operator preference,” would the
government clarify/confirm that by ‘MIL SPEC buffer tube’ this refers to
cross sectional dimensions or simply that a MIL-SPEC M4 butt stock could
be mounted i.e. would be backward compatible with a MIL-SPEC M4
stock? Additionally, for the pistol grip, is the government requiring
systems to be provided with a true MIL SPEC ie. M4/M16A2 pistol grip or
simply that the mounting tenon and threaded hole on a proposed system
would allow for use of a MIL-SPEC pistol grip?
a.

9. The MRGGS configuration list (last bullet) states “weapon barrel should be
changeable within 5 minutes to replacement or 7.62 NATO at Operator
level. We have two questions on this:
a. Given there are differing (5,4,3,2) echelon of maintenance concepts,
can the government confirm whether “operator level” includes
technicians/armorers or is the term “operator level” intended to
mean the task can/will be performed by a user/operator rather
than a maintainer?
i.

b. This attribute was a draft characteristic of the MRGGA. Can the
government confirm whether it is now in fact a required/desired
attribute for MRGGS?
i.

1. When can the government provide specific XM1200 140gr. ammunition data?
a.

2. What are the acceptable criteria surrounding the Govt XM1200 ammunition
requirements (Precision, velocities, chamber pressures, critical
measurements for acceptance criteria, etc.…)?
a.

3. What method will be used to measure the Minute of Angle groups at 100
yards for precision?
a.
4. Is there a minimum velocity requirement at any given distance?
a.

5. How many rounds are required to be fired per precision grouping?
a.
6. Will the weapon’s precision grouping be fired from a machine rest, bench, or
operator to be acceptable?

a.

1. What method(s) will be used to measure the Decibel reduction for the
suppressor (IE: placement, distance, type of equipment to be used)?
a.

2. Is the intent to always fire with the suppressor?
a.
3. Are there any requirements to be fired without the suppressor?
a.
4. Is the suppressor to be attached during all of the evaluation firing?
a.
5. Will the suppressor be detached for any evaluation firing?
a.
6. Are there any preference or requirements for a two-stage or adjustable
gas block?
a.
7. How will the system be evaluated for the MRGG-A requirement of
minimizing or eliminating backpressure/blowback?
a.

8. How will the system be evaluated to minimize flash of first and successive
rounds fired for the MRGG-A?
a.

1. Against what criteria will the Mean Rounds Between Stoppages be
measured?
a.

2. What are the reliability/durability requirements to 5,000 rounds (MRGG-S)
and 15,000 rounds (MRGG-A)?
a.

1. Will a shorter barrel length than 20” be allowed if the weapon meets
required performance capabilities desired?
a.
2. Does the barrel length include the QD suppressor?
a.
3. Is there a suppressor length requirement?
a.
4. Are the weapon weight requirements the weapon only and no accessories
(IE: suppressor, sights, optics, mounts, sling, magazine, etc…?) Please
define.
a.
5. If the weapon passes the Mean Rounds Between Failure and other
performance requirements, is there a need for the forward assist?
Rationale is that this could further reduce the overall weapon weight and
width.
a.
6. Is there a minimum round requirement for the magazines?
a.
7. If the buffer tube and pistol grip are currently NSN catalogued via US
Government weapons will this be acceptable for Mil-Spec requirements?
a.

8. Are any specific accessories, optics, etc… preferred or required for
interface compatibility testing?
a.

1. The Objectives Statements make mention of an “Improved Receiver
Group Capabilities Production Document dated 20 July 2015.” Is this
document available to Industry? Does it contain information that would
be valuable to our understanding of SOCOM’s current and future
requirement?

2. The documents also refer to an XM1200 140 grain round. Is SOCOM able
to direct us to current manufacturer(s) of this round in order to allow us
to purchase it for testing and obtain additional ballistic information? If
not, will SOCOM provide or sell us the test ammunition and/or provide
ballistic information?

3. On the issue of ammo, are there other ammunition types SOCOM plans
to use in the future?
4. Trigger unit – does SOCOM have any preference for a single or two-stage
trigger?

5. As the 6.5 Creedmoor round is relatively new, could SOCOM better define
how it defines “proprietary magazines”? Is there a 6.5 magazine currently
in DoD use that it considers “non-proprietary”? Could the intent be to
require the use of an existing DoD 7.62x51mm magazine? Please clarify.

6. To avoid any misunderstanding, could SOCOM define the required “timed
and bias” of the 12 o’clock rail?

7. There are no environmental or abusive testing requirements noted in the
Objectives Statements. At what point will Industry be provided these
requirements? It appears the current focus is on accuracy, and so a
“target rifle”, made to very precise tolerances and precision fits, may
perform very well during the AE, only to fail miserably during a future
sand/dust/mud/ice tests… How does SOCOM plan to address this
apparent ‘gap’?

8. We noticed that both the Assault and Sniper configuration require the
same accuracy. We find this unusual. Was this intentional or in error?
Please confirm and update if required.

9. We noticed that both the Assault and Sniper configurations require the
same weight, notwithstanding the Sniper’s longer 20” barrel and
adjustable cheek riser and operator changeable barrel. Was this
intentional or in error? Please confirm and update if required.

10. Will this Assessment Event replace the more ‘conventional’ RFP
procurement process outlined in SOCOM PM SOF Warrior presentation at
SOFIC (May) of this year? In other words, if we cannot participate in the
AE because our sample is not ready in time, will there be a future RFP we
can respond to?

1. How does this four-phase process relate in timing to the release of an RFP
as communicated during SOFIC in May 2021?
2. How do the evaluation results of this Assessment Event 4-phase process
impact upon the evaluations to occur after RFP release?
3. Will industry have access to USG, 140gr XM1200 ammunition during the 4phase process? If so, when?

4. Will there be a rifling twist requirement on the MRGG-A barrel?

5. Is the intent for MRGG-A accuracy [1.0 MOA threshold / 0.5 MOA
objective] to be the same as MRGG-S, or is this a typo?

1. Templates have been provided both for a Quad Chart and a White Paper.
Please provide clarity on submission instructions – are both required to
be submitted for Phase 1, or choose one or the other?

2. Will there be any live fire involved with Phase 3?

3. Will the companies be allowed to hand-carry the weapons on-site, or do
they need to be shipped to the facility ahead of time?

4. Is a Safety Assessment Report required for Phase 3?
5. It is unclear how and when Phase 4 selections will be made
during/following Phase 3. Can this be further clarified?

6. Will the Phase 4 "Shoot Off" be an invited continuation of the on-site AE,
to occur immediately after the AE, or will all Phase 4 events occur at a
date some weeks/months after Phase 3?

7. Is the "Shoot Off" another name for the Military Utility Assessment, or are
these two separate events?

8. Will the Phase 4 samples be transferred to the custody of the USG at any
time?

9. How many shooting samples are required for the Military Utility
Assessment (if this is a separate event from the "Shoot Off")?

10. Are the “Shoot Off” samples expected to be the same systems used
during the Military Utility Assessment? Can they be?

11. Should the hardware for Phase 4 be capable of firing either 6.5CM or
7.62x51mm NATO?
12. Will there be an opportunity to further tune and optimize the hardware
prior to a future production contract award if a bidder is successful during
Phase 4?
13. Does Phase 4 lead directly to a contract as the next program milestone?
14. Please provide more details on how the USG intends to measure/evaluate
accuracy…Shot off shoulder laying on sandbag, off a fixture, or other?

15. Number of targets to be shot?

16. Number of shots per target?

17. Measure extreme spread, mean radius, or otherwise?

18. Will any fliers or targets with fliers be excluded?

1. The stock requires a "Mil Spec" buffer tube. There are multiple "Mil Spec"
buffer tubes (e.g. one for M4 and a longer one for M16). Which is
desirable, considering that M4 ergonomics are also a threshold
requirement?

2. What configuration of the gun will be used to evaluate the weight
requirement (i.e. with or without mag, with or without sights, etc.)?

3. There is an Objective accuracy requirement after 15,000 rounds. The
shooting schedule will influence the amount of wear on the system. What
is the shooting schedule to accomplish those 15,000 rounds?
MAG #1 – 1 rd/2 sec
MAG #2 – 4-5 rd burst
MAG #3 – 1 rd/2 sec.
MAG #4 – 1 rd/6c.

4. Please define suppressor % usage anticipated during endurance testing.
This will also influence wear on the system.
5. The suppressor "stress test" requires a 30 round capacity magazine,
which is uncommon for 6.5CM/7.62 configuration weapons. There is no
known NSN 30-round capacity magazine to fire 6.5CM/7.62mm ammo.
How does the USG intend to mitigate this issue? Will the shooting
schedule be modified to utilize NSN magazines? If so, which will be used?

6. Six 6.5CM Magazines are required in the Support Kit. What capacity is
required for each of these magazines?

7. The bulletized configuration list states the MRGGA weight “Less than 10.5
lbs. (T), less than 9lbs(O)” which is identical to the weight specified for the
presumably larger/heavier 20” barrel MRGGS system. Would the
government confirm this is the intended weight requirement for the
MRGGA effort?

8. The bulletized list states the MRGGA “Shall not use proprietary
magazines”. Please explain what is meant by this comment. To our
knowledge all 6.5CM magazines are commercial/proprietary as we are
unaware of any MIL or DTL-SPEC for a 6.5CM weapon system magazine.

9. The suppressor testing section describes a “stress test” “utilizing 30-round
Magazines”. Would the government confirm this statement is correct for a
6.5CM effort, and if it is correct, please advise what 30 round 6.5CM
magazines are to be used for this stress test? We assume this may be an
error as this appears to be based off the SURG suppressor protocol that
was conducted with 30 round 5.56mm magazines.

10. A prior informal draft characteristics list sent to industry envisioned the
MRGGA barrel length as 14.5” (analogous to the M4). The current MRGGA
configuration list does not mention a specific or even a range for barrel
length. Can the government confirm this was intentional i.e. that there is
no required/desired range of barrel length? If the desired barrel length
(or range of length) was omitted in error, please advise preferred
dimensions.

11. The configuration bulletized list states “Mil-Spec Buffer Tube and Pistol
Grip(T) for ability to change to operator preference,” would the
government clarify/confirm that by ‘MIL SPEC buffer tube’ this refers to

cross sectional dimensions or simply that a MIL-SPEC M4 butt stock could
be mounted i.e. would be backward compatible with a MIL-SPEC M4
stock? Additionally, for the pistol grip, is the government requiring
systems to be provided with a true MIL SPEC ie. M4/M16A2 pistol grip or
simply that the mounting tenon and threaded hole on a proposed system
would allow for use of a MIL-SPEC pistol grip?

12. Given the nature of the specified stress test, we assume it is associated
with testing of the AR platform/suppressor pairing. Is this correct?
13. Is there a stress test associated with the machine gun/suppressor pairing?

14. Is the sound reference measurement at the shooter’s right ear or some
other specified location?

15. Is there a threshold and objective dB reduction unsuppressed vs
suppressed?

